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Welcome and Introduction

David Olive
Senior Vice President, Policy Development Support

Open House Format

- **Interactive Format** | A question and answer exchange with the Policy Team
Cross-Community Sessions at ICANN60

- Community Feedback on Concluding Cross-Community Working Group (CCWG)-Accountability-Work Stream (WS2)
- Domain Name System (DNS) Abuse Reporting
- Operating Standards for Specific Reviews
- General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) Implications for ICANN
- Jurisdictional Challenges for ICANN
Bart Boswinkel
Vice President, Policy Development and ccNSO Relations

- ccNSO Policy Development Process: Retirement of Country Code Top Level Domains (ccTLDs)
- Geographic Names: ccNSO Participation in Work Track 5
- ccNSO Meeting Strategy Review
- Top Level Domain – Operations (TLD - OPS) Workshop
Generic Names Supporting Organization (GNSO)

Marika Konings
Vice President, Policy Development for the GNSO

- Next generation generic Top Level Domain (gTLD) Registration Data Services
- New gTLD Subsequent Procedures
- Review of Rights Protection Mechanisms, including the Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP)
- Curative Rights Protections for International Governmental Organizations (IGOs) and International Non-Governmental Organizations (INGOs)
- Reconvened Policy Development Process Working Group (PDP WG) for Red Cross Names
- GNSO Review
- Revised GNSO Operating Procedures & Bylaws
- New gTLD Auction Proceeds
- Others – currently there are over 15 projects underway
GNSO Activities for ICANN60

Significant time for **PDP F2F WG meetings:**
- New gTLDs SubPro
- Next-Gen RDS
- Rights Protection Mechanisms
- IGO-INGO Curative Rights

**Bilateral meetings** with the ICANN Board, ccNSO and GAC

**GNSO Sunday Sessions:**
- PDP updates
- Global Domains Division Update
- Update on reconvened PDP WG for Red Cross names

**GNSO Stakeholder Group and Constituency Meetings**

**GNSO Council Meeting:**
- Appointment of GNSO Liaison to the GAC
- Review Team Updates
- WHOIS Conflicts with Privacy Law Procedures
- GNSO Chair Election & seating of new Council members

**GNSO Wrap-up Session**
Address Supporting Organization (ASO)

Carlos Reyes
Policy Support and Community Services Senior Manager

- Regional Policy Development
- Address Supporting Organization Review: Final Report
- ICANN Board Seat 9
At-Large Advisory Committee (ALAC) and At-Large Community

Heidi Ullrich
Vice President, Policy Development and At-Large Relations

- At-Large Review
  - At-Large completed Feasibility Assessment and Implementation Plan
  - At-Large presented to OEC
  - OEC is currently reviewing

- New Generic Top Level Domains (gTLDs);
  - Community Applications
  - Applicant Support
  - String Confusion
  - Closed Generics

- Asian, Australasian and Pacific Islands Regional At-Large Organization (APRALO)
  General Assembly
  - 45 APRALO ALS representatives participating
  - Series of capacity development sessions
  - General Assembly to focus on policy priorities, regional programs and enhancing ALS and individual member engagement
  - APRALO Showcase celebrating 10 years of diversity within APRALO
At-Large Activities for ICANN60

**Policy Discussions**
- New gTLDs
- WS2 issues
- Approach to Public Comments
- Review of At-Large WGs

**Project Activities**
- ATLAS III Planning
- Outreach and Engagement Activities – ICANN 60 and IGF
- Global Indigenous Ambassadors

**Review Updates**
- At-Large Review
- CCT-RT
- SSR-RT

**Bilateral Meetings**
- Board
- ccNSO
- GAC
- SSAC

**RALO Activities**
- AFRALO – AfrICANN
- APRALO General Assembly
- EURALO – MOU signing with RIPE
- LACRALO and NARALO – informal meetings

**Working Groups**
- Accessibility WG
- Capacity Building WG
- Public Interest WG
- SC on Outreach and Engagement
- Technology Taskforce
Governmental Advisory Committee (GAC)

Robert Hoggarth
Vice President, Policy Development and GAC Relations

- Discussions of the .Amazon Independent Review Panel Final Declaration
- New Generic Top-Level Domain (gTLD) Subsequent Procedures Policy Development Process (PDP); prospects for a new cross-community Work Track 5 (geographic names at the top level)
- WHOIS/RDS and General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
- International Governmental Organizations (IGOs) and Red Cross Protections
- Leadership Transitions in Abu Dhabi (Chair, Vice Chairs, GNSO Liaison, other SOs and AC leaders)
- Lowering barriers to community participation
Root Server System Advisory Committee (RSSAC)

Steve Sheng
Senior Director, Policy Development Support and Team Lead in Support of RSSAC and SSAC

- RSSAC028: Technical Analysis of the Naming Scheme Used for Individual Root Servers
- Root Server System Evolution
- Current RSSAC Work Parties
SSAC Activities at ICANN60:

- Domain Name System Security Extensions (DNSSEC) for Everybody: A Beginner’s Guide
- DNSSEC Workshop
- SSAC Public Meeting
Questions and Answers

Adobe Connect room microphones have now been enabled. To activate your microphone, please click on the microphone icon at the top of the toolbar and follow the instructions.

Please remember to MUTE your microphone when not speaking.
Questions received through registration form

1. How to protect the geographic names in the new gTLDs process with regard to the protection of our regional, national, cultural, geographic and religious significance?

2. Status of SSR2 review, GDPR and implications (if any) of whois going “dark” – for the security, technical and law enforcement community.

3. When is the next decision about the dot-amazon delegation to be expected?

4. What is the place and role of the NPOC in ICANN PDP?

5. What is the policy to promote the use of IDNs?
Thank You!
Contact us at policy-staff@icann.org
Follow us on Twitter:
@ICANN @ccNSO
@ICANN_GNSO @ICANNAtLArge

Recordings & slides from this webinar will be posted on the Policy Presentations Space on the ICANN website – see link in Adobe Connect Chat Pod and below:

https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/presentations-2012-08-27-en